Therapeutics development for cystic fibrosis: a successful model for a multisystem genetic disease.
Cystic fibrosis (CF) is a progressive genetic disease primarily involving the respiratory and gastrointestinal tracts. Multiple therapies directed at CF symptoms and clinical management strategies have emerged from iterative cycles of therapeutics development, helping to change the face of CF from a fatal childhood affliction to a disease in which nearly 50% of U.S. patients are adults. However, as a consequence of therapeutic advances, the burden of CF care is high, and despite progress, most patients succumb to respiratory failure. Addressing the basic defect in CF with systemic small molecules is evolving as a promising approach. A successful collaboration between a voluntary health organization and a pharmaceutical company, complemented by academic investigators and patients, has led to the clinical development of investigational drugs that restore function to defective CFTR protein in various tissues in CF patients. Important activities, leverage points, and challenges in this exemplary collaboration are reviewed with hope that the CF and other genetic disease communities can benefit from the lessons learned in generating new therapeutic approaches in CF.